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Three women, bound to serve so that they might bring their patrons absolute solace. Stillness, Honesty and Determinata, all
Handmaidens in the Order of Solace, and all women in their own
regard. Edward, Cillian and Alaric, three best friends torn apart by
the tragedies of their youth, each unable to ﬁnd the solace they
crave. Each Handmaiden must do her best to provide peace, passion and optimism to the man she’s been sent to soothe – no matter how they are fought or discouraged or refused. Love is not the
endgame in this war for solace, yet it’s entirely possible that in
the end, love might be the only real victory.
QuickBooks 2010 has impressive features, like ﬁnancial and tax reporting, invoicing, payroll, time and mileage tracking, and online
banking. So how do you avoid spending more time learning the
software than using it? This Missing Manual takes you beyond
QuickBooks' help resources: you not only learn how the program
works, but why and when to use speciﬁc features. You also get basic accounting advice so that everything makes sense. QuickBooks can handle many of the ﬁnancial tasks small companies
face. QuickBooks 2010: The Missing Manual helps you handle
QuickBooks with easy step-by-step instructions. Set up your QuickBooks ﬁles and preferences to ﬁt your company Track inventory,
control spending, run a payroll, and manage income Follow the
money all the way from customer invoices to year-end tasks Export key snapshots in the convenient new Report Center Streamline your workﬂow with the new Online Banking Center Build and
monitor budgets to keep your company ﬁnancially ﬁt Share information with your accountant quickly and easily QuickBooks 2010:
The Missing Manual covers only QuickBooks 2010 for Windows.
The easy way to master an intermediate accounting course Intermediate accounting courses are required for students seeking

bachelor's degrees in accounting and often for degrees in ﬁnance,
business administration, and management. Intermediate Accounting For Dummies provides you with a deeper and broader level of
accounting theory, serving as an excellent course supplement
and study guide to help you master the concepts of this challenging program. With easy-to-understand explanations and realworld
examples, Intermediate Accounting For Dummies covers all the
topics you'll encounter in an intermediate accounting course: the
conceptual framework of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
ﬁnancial ratio analysis, equity accounting, investment strategies,
ﬁnancial statement preparation, and more Tracks to a typical intermediate accounting curriculum Expert information and real-world examples Other titles from Loughran: Financial Accounting
For Dummies and Auditing For Dummies With the help of Intermediate Accounting For Dummies, you'll discover the fast and easy
way to take the confusion out of the complex theories and methods associated with a typical intermediate accounting course.
For over twelve years, Weygandt, Kieso, Kimmel, Trenholm, Kinnear, Barlow Accounting Principles has been praised by both instructors and students across the country for its outstanding visual design, its carefully integrated pedagogy, and its excellent writing style and clarity of presentation. Our main focus continues to
be ‘Student Success in Accounting’ and the new sixth edition package further enables both instructors and students to achieve successful learning outcomes. It introduces challenging accounting
concepts through examples that are familiar to the student with a
stepped-out pedagogy that breaks down complex topics making
the material more manageable. This connection to their everyday
lives helps build student motivation, a key driver of student time
spent on assignments and ultimately their mastery of the concepts. Accounting Principles, Sixth Canadian Edition enables stu-

dents to become independent and successful learners by including a variety of additional resources, more opportunities to use
technology, and new features that empower students to apply
what they have learned in the classroom to the world outside the
classroom. The seamlessly integrated digital and print resources
to accompany Accounting Principles, Sixth Canadian Edition oﬀer
additional tools for both instructors and students in order to help
students succeed.
The accountant is responsible for many activities, which may require years of training and experience to fully comprehend. The
breadth of knowledge required can seem overwhelming. The Accountants' Guidebook is designed to simplify matters by providing
the accountant with a practical knowledge of how to complete
many accounting tasks, while also imparting an understanding of
the more critical accounting standards. Topics covered include accounting procedures, GAAP for common transactions, closing the
books, producing ﬁnancial statements and other reports, collection tactics, payroll management, budgeting, and much more. In
short, this is the essential desk reference for the accountant.
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the
fundamentals of ﬁnancial and managerial accounting. This book is
speciﬁcally designed to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be
applied across business ﬁelds. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing
students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts
are further reinforced through applicable connections to more de-
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tailed business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as
well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Our top selling introductory accounting product Accounting Principles helps students succeed with its proven pedagogical framework, technical currency and an unparalleled robust suite of study
and practice resources. It has been praised for its outstanding visual design, excellent writing style and clarity of presentation.
The new eighth edition provides more opportunities to use technology and new features that empower students to apply what
they have learned in the classroom to the world outside the classroom.
Accounting Principles: A Business Perspective uses annual reports
of real companies to illustrate many of the accounting concepts in
use in business today. Gaining an understanding of accounting terminology and concepts, however, is not enough to ensure your
success. You also need to be able to ﬁnd information on the Internet, analyze various business situations, work eﬀectively as a
member of a team, and communicate your ideas clearly. Accounting Principles: A Business Perspective will give you an understanding of how to use accounting information to analyze business performance and make business decisions. The text takes a business
perspective. We use the annual reports of real companies to illustrate many of the accounting concepts. You are familiar with
many of the companies we use, such as The Limited, The Home
Depot, and Coca-Cola Company. Gaining an understanding of accounting terminology and concepts, however, is not enough to ensure your success. You also need to be able to ﬁnd information on
the Internet, analyze various business situations, work eﬀectively
as a member of a team, and communicate your ideas clearly. This
text was developed to help you develop these skills.
The third edition of Weygandt, Kieso, Kimmel, Trenholm, Accounting Principles has been carefully developed with the collaboration
of a team of instructors from across the country and builds upon
the highly regarded "Student Success" foundation for which Weygandt has become known over the years. The book has been
praised by students and instructors across the country for its outstanding visual design, its carefully integrated learning and teaching systems, and its excellent writing style and clarity of presentation; these key elements have been further enhanced in the third
edition. This edition also includes enriched problem material and
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an enhanced technology package to provide students with the
most complete learning experience possible and instructors with
unparalleled ﬂexibility in course delivery. This ﬂexibility extends
to various packaging options available with the third edition. Weygandt Accounting Principles is the ideal book for both accounting
and general business students at the introductory level. It promises to provide these students with the most engaging and complete coverage of the basic principles of accounting and - most importantly - how accounting relates to the world of business.
Accounting Principles, 9th Canadian Edition empowers students to
succeed by providing a clear overview of fundamental ﬁnancial
and managerial accounting concepts with a focus on learning the
accounting cycle from the sole proprietor perspective. To develop
a deeper understanding of course concepts, students work
through high-quality assessment at varying levels, helping them
learn more eﬃciently and create connections between topics and
real-world application. There are also a variety of hands-on activities that help students learn how to solve business problems, including running cases with real-world application, Analytics in Action problems, Data Analytics Insight features, and Excel templates. With Accounting Principles, your students will stay on track
and be better prepared to connect the classroom to the real
world.
The easy way to get a grip on cost accounting Critical in supporting strategic business decisions andimproving proﬁtability, cost accounting is arguably one of themost important functions in the accounting ﬁeld. For businessstudents, cost accounting is a required
course for those seeking anaccounting degree and is a popular
elective among other businessmajors. Cost Accounting For Dummies tracks to a typical costaccounting course and provides in-depth explanations and reviews ofthe essential concepts you'll
encounter in your studies: how todeﬁne costs as direct materials,
direct labor, ﬁxed overhead,variable overhead, or period costs;
how to use allocationmethodology to assign costs to products and
services; how toevaluate the need for capital expenditures; how
to design a budgetmodel that forecast changes in costs based on
expected activitylevels; and much more. Tracks to a typical cost
accounting course Includes practical, real-world examples Walks
you though homework problems with detailed,easy-to-understand
answers If you're currently enrolled in a cost accounting course,
thishands-on, friendly guide gives you everything you need to
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masterthis critical aspect of accounting.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search
for ISBN 9781680922936. Principles of Accounting is designed to
meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the fundamentals of ﬁnancial and managerial accounting. This book is speciﬁcally designed to appeal
to both accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students
to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a
strong foundation that can be applied across business ﬁelds. Each
chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented
throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging
accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through
applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of
accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Financial and Managerial Accounting, 4th Edition, provides students with a clear introduction to the fundamental ﬁnancial and
managerial concepts needed for anyone pursuing a career in accounting or business. Through a focus on accounting transactions,
real-world industry examples, and robust assessment, students
develop a solid understanding of how to apply accounting principles and techniques in practice. By connecting the classroom to
the business world with an emphasis on decision making and key
data analysis skills appropriate at the introductory level, Financial
and Managerial Accounting ensures students are more engaged
and better prepared for careers as professionals in the modern
business world.
This successful book continues to provide accountants with an understanding of the fundamental concepts necessary to use accounting eﬀectively. The sixth edition oﬀers new discussions on
IFRS, including new codiﬁcation numbers, examples of IFRS ﬁnancial statements, and additional exercises. A look at more recent
frauds such as the Bernie Madoﬀ scandal have been added. Enhanced discussions of ethics and international accounting are presented. The coverage of non-cash items and their impact on decision making has been expanded. In addition, comprehensive case
studies and problems help accountants tie the material together.
Financial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision Making by Paul
Kimmel, Jerry Weygandt, and Jill Mitchell provides a practical intro-
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duction to ﬁnancial accounting with a focus on how to use accounting information to make business decisions. Through signiﬁcant course updates, the 10th Edition presents an active, hands-on approach to spark eﬃcient and eﬀective learning and develops the necessary skills to inspire and prepare students to be the
accounting and business professionals of tomorrow. To ensure
maximum understanding, students work through integrated assessment at diﬀerent levels of diﬃculty right at the point of learning. The course's varied assessment also presents homework and
assessment within real-world contexts to help students understand the why and the how of accounting information and business
application. Throughout the course, students also work through
various hands-on activities including Cookie Creations Cases, Expand Your Critical Thinking Questions, Excel Templates, and Analytics in Action problems, all within the accounting context. These
applications all map to chapter material, making it easier for instructors to determine where and how to incorporate key skill development in their syllabus. With Financial Accounting, students
will understand the foundations of ﬁnancial accounting and develop the necessary tools for business decision-making, no matter
what path they take.
Real-time ﬁnancial information helps the organization to take important decisions. SAP FICO is a complete ﬁnancial management
ERP solution that integrates the accounting side of business. Most
SAP consultants ﬁnd diﬃcult how and what part of the business
process they should bring under SAP FICO. This e-book can actually act as a demo for them, where they will learn to integrate the
important business module into SAP FICO. This e-book is intentionally prepared small to keep it simple and straight to the point. The
book did not miss on any of the SAP FICO topics like Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivables, Bank Accounting, General Ledger,
Asset Accounting, and so on. The book has given a practical example and explained them step by step. The example teaches you
each SAP FICO module in detail including how their transaction
code works. Not only SAP consultant but any beginners will be
beneﬁted with this book. Where company demands experienced
SAP consultant to handle their ﬁnance, this book could be a ﬁrst
handon experience for SAP aspirant. This e-book has also given a
referral to some basic accounting concept and terminologies to
help beginners. Where online training or courses charges you the
hefty amount for teaching you the same, and no guaranteed re-
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turns. This book can help you to reduce that cost. This e-book is
an ultimate guide to learn SAP FICO. Table Content Chapter 1: Organizational Structure 1. Create Financial Statement Version 2.
How to perform a Journal Entry Posting Chapter 2: General Ledger
1. Fiscal Year Variant 2. Assign Company Code To Fiscal Year
Variant 3. Deﬁne Posting Period Variant 4. Opening And Closing
Posting Periods 5. Deﬁne Field Status Variant And Field Status
Group 6. Assign Field Status Variant To Company Code 7. Document Type And Number Ranges 8. Post With Reference 9. Hold
Document 10. Park Document Chapter 3: Accounts Receivable 1.
Create a Customer Master Data 2. Change Customer Documents
3. How to Display Changes in Customer Master 4. How to Block or
Delete a Customer 5. Create Customer Account Group 6. One
Time Customer 7. How to post a Sales Invoice 8. Document Reversal 9. Sales Returns – Credit Memo 10. How to Post Incoming Payment 11. How to post a Foreign Currency Invoice 12. Incoming Partial Payments By Residual Method 13. Incoming Partial Payments
By Partial Payment Method 14. How to Reset AR Cleared Items 15.
Credit Control for the Customer Chapter 4: Accounts Payable 1.
How to Create a Vendor 2. How to Create a Vendor Account Group
3. How to Display Changes in Vendor Master 4. How to Block or
Delete a Vendor 5. Create Vendor Master Data 6. One Time Vendor 7. Purchase Invoice Posting 8. Purchases Returns – Credit Memo 9. Outgoing Payments 10. Foreign Currency Vendor Invoice
11. How to Post Withholding Tax During Vendor Invoice Posting
12. How to Post Withholding Tax During Payment Posting 13. Outgoing Partial Payments By Residual Method 14. Outgoing Partial
Payments By Partial Payment Method 15. Reset AP Cleared Items
16. Automatic Payment Run 17. How to Map Symbolic Account to
G/L Account 18. Posting Rounding Diﬀerences Chapter 5: Important Stuﬀ 1. Important Reports in SAP FI 2. Month End Closing –
Foreign Currency Revaluation 3. Dunning 4. How to Maintain
Exchange Rates 5. Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable
Correspondences in SAP Chapter 6: Cost Center 1. Create Cost
Center 2. Post to a Cost Center 3. All About internal Order 4.
Settlement Of Internal Orders To Cost Centers 5. Proﬁt Center 6.
Postings To Proﬁt Center 7. Proﬁt Center Standard Hierarchy 8. Assignment of Cost Centers To Proﬁt Center 9. Assignment of Materials To Proﬁt Center
To understand a business, you have to understand the ﬁnancial insides of a business organization. Through a focus on accounting
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transactions, real-world problem-solving, and engaging industry
examples, Weygandt Financial Accounting, 11th edition demonstrates how accounting is an exciting ﬁeld of study and helps connect core ﬁnancial accounting concepts to students' everyday
lives and future careers. Continuing to help students succeed in
their introductory ﬁnancial accounting course for over two decades, this edition brings together the trusted Weygandt, Kimmel,
and Kieso reputation with fresh, timely, and accurate updates to
help build conﬁdence and engage today's students.
Annotation Helping you select the best ﬁt for your company from
Intuit's QuickBooks line of ﬁnancial management software, this
work also shows you how to tweak and tailor it to your company's
needs so you can manage your ﬁnances more eﬀectively and eﬃciently than ever before.
Accounting Principles, 9th Canadian Edition empowers students to
succeed by providing a clear overview of fundamental ﬁnancial
and managerial accounting concepts with a focus on learning the
accounting cycle from the sole proprietor perspective. To develop
a deeper understanding of course concepts, students work
through high-quality assessment at varying levels, helping them
learn more eﬃciently and create connections between topics and
real-world application. There are also a variety of hands-on activities that help students learn how to solve business problems, including running cases with real-world application, Analytics in Action problems, Data Analytics Insight features, and Excel templates. With Accounting Principles, your students will stay on track
and be better prepared to connect the classroom to the real
world. With Accounting Principles, your students will stay on track
and be better prepared to connect the classroom to the real
world.
Your bookkeeping workﬂow will be smoother and faster with
QuickBooks 2011 -- but only if you spend more time using the program than ﬁguring out how it works. This Missing Manual puts you
in control: You'll not only ﬁnd out how and when to use speciﬁc
features, you'll also get basic accounting advice to help you
through the learning process. Set up QuickBooks. Arrange ﬁles
and preferences to suit your company. Manage your business.
Track inventory, control spending, run payroll, and handle income. Follow the money. Examine everything from customer invoices to year-end tasks. Find key info quickly. Take advantage of
QuickBooks’ reports, Company Snapshot, and search tools.
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Streamline your workﬂow. Set up the Home page and Online Banking Center to meet your needs. Build and monitor budgets. Learn
how to keep your company ﬁnancially ﬁt. Share your ﬁnancial data. Work with your accountant more eﬃciently.
If your company is ready to minimize paperwork and maximize
productivity, control spending and boost sales, QuickBooks 2006
can help you make it happen--but only if you know how to use it.
And it doesn't come with a manual. Lucky for you, there's QuickBooks 2006: The Missing Manual, the comprehensive, up-to-date
guide to saving time and money while beeﬁng up business with
QuickBooks. Award-winning author and ﬁnancial whiz Bonnie Biafore helps you select the best ﬁt for your company from Intuit's
QuickBooks line of ﬁnancial management software, which includes ﬁve products ranging from basic accounting software for
small businesses to sophisticated industry-speciﬁc enterprise solutions. She then shows you how to tweak and tailor it to your company's needs so you can manage your ﬁnances more eﬀectively
and eﬃciently than ever before. If you're new to QuickBooks or to
the 2006 version, you'll get started with ease and become quickly
proﬁcient with Biafore's tutorials on making and managing a company ﬁle and creating accounts, customers, jobs, invoice items,
and other lists. If you're a more advanced user, you'll ﬁnd countless tips, tricks, and shortcuts for becoming a QuickBooks pro.
And everyone at every level will beneﬁt from Biafore's seasoned,
sensible advice on business accounting and ﬁnance. Under Biafore's expert direction, you will be able to use QuickBooks for a lot
more than everyday bookkeeping. Beyond billing and payroll servicing, generating business forms and easing end-of-year tax preparation, QuickBooks 2006: The Missing Manual shows you how to
use QuickBooks to accomplish things like inventory control, budget building, and report creation for evaluating every aspect of an
enterprise. With Biafore's clear and friendly explanations and
step-by-step instructions for every QuickBooks feature (along with
plenty of real-world examples), you'll learn how to take advantage
of online banking options, data exchange with other programs,
and sophisticated planning and tracking tools for achieving maximum business success. QuickBooks 2006: The Missing Manual
makes QuickBooks more powerful than you thought possible.
QuickBooks 2009 has impressive features, like ﬁnancial and tax reporting, invoicing, payroll, time and mileage tracking, and online
banking. So how do you avoid spending more time learning the
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software than using it? This Missing Manual takes you beyond
QuickBooks' help resources: you not only learn how the program
works, but why and when to use speciﬁc features. You also get basic accounting advice so that everything makes sense. QuickBooks can handle many of the ﬁnancial tasks small companies
face. QuickBooks 2009: The Missing Manual helps you handle
QuickBooks with easy step-by-step instructions. With this book,
you will: Get more out of QuickBooks whether you're a beginner
or an old pro. Learn how QuickBooks can help you boost sales,
control spending, and save on taxes. Set up and manage your
ﬁles to ﬁt your company's speciﬁc needs. Use QuickBooks reports
to evaluate every aspect of your enterprise. Follow the money all
the way from customer invoices to year-end tasks. Discover new
timesaving features like like better multi-user performance, a
homepage dashboard, revamped online banking. Build budgets
and plan for the future to make your business more successful.
QuickBooks 2009: The Missing Manual covers only QuickBooks
2009 for Windows.
How can you make your bookkeeping workﬂow smoother and
faster? Simple. With this Missing Manual, you’re in control: you
get step-by-step instructions on how and when to use speciﬁc features, along with basic bookkeeping and accounting advice to
guide you through the learning process. Discover new and improved features like the Insights dashboard and easy report commenting. You’ll soon see why this book is the Oﬃcial Intuit Guide
to QuickBooks 2015. The important stuﬀ you need to know: Get
started fast. Quickly set up accounts, customers, jobs, and invoice
items. Follow the money. Track everything from billable and unbillable time and expenses to income and proﬁt. Keep your company
ﬁnancially ﬁt. Examine budgets and actual spending, income, inventory, assets, and liabilities. Gain insights. Open a new dashboard that highlights your company’s ﬁnancial activity and status
the moment you log in. Spend less time on bookkeeping. Create
and reuse bills, invoices, sales receipts, and timesheets. Find key
info. Use QuickBooks’ Search and Find features, as well as the
Vendor, Customer, Inventory, and Employee Centers.
The Oﬃcial Intuit Guide to QuickBooks 2013 for Windows Your
bookkeeping workﬂow will be smoother and faster with QuickBooks 2013 for Windows, and as the program's Oﬃcial Guide, this
Missing Manual puts you ﬁrmly in control. You get step-by-step instructions on how and when to use speciﬁc features, along with
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basic accounting advice to guide you through the learning process. The important stuﬀ you need to know: Get started. Set up
your accounts, customers, jobs, and invoice items quickly. Follow
the money. Track everything from billable time and expenses to
income and proﬁt. Keep your company ﬁnancially ﬁt. Examine
budgets and actual spending, income, inventory, assets, and liabilities. Spend less time on bookkeeping. Use QuickBooks to create
and reuse bills, invoices, sales receipts, and timesheets. Find key
info fast. Rely on QuickBooks’ Search and Find features, as well as
the Vendor, Customer, Inventory, and Employee Centers.
Exchange data with other programs. Move data between QuickBooks, Microsoft Oﬃce, and other programs.
Accounting Principles, 14th Edition provides students with a clear
overview of fundamental ﬁnancial and managerial accounting concepts with a focus on learning the accounting cycle from the sole
proprietor perspective. Through a primary review of accounting
transactions, integrated real-world examples, and a variety of
practice opportunities, students develop a thorough understanding of how to apply accounting principles and techniques in practice. Students work through an entire program that builds their
mastery of accounting concepts with an emphasis on decision
making and key data analysis skills appropriate at the introductory level that keeps them engaged and better prepared to connect
the classroom to the real world.
Explains how to use QuickBooks to set-up and manage bookkeeping systems, track invoices, pay bills, manage payroll, generate reports, and determine job costs.
The bookkeeper needs a comprehensive knowledge of the practical aspects of accounting. This means understanding how to issue
billings, process cash receipts, calculate depreciation, construct a
chart of accounts, value inventory, pay employees and suppliers,
ﬁle tax returns, and produce ﬁnancial statements. The Bookkeeping Guidebook covers all of these topics and more with dozens of
examples, as well as forms, templates, and references to the author's popular Accounting Best Practices podcast.
Managerial Accounting provides students with a clear introduction
to fundamental managerial accounting concepts. One of the major goals of this product is to orient students to the application of
accounting principles and techniques in practice. By providing students with numerous opportunities for practice with a focus on real-world companies, students are better prepared as decision mak-
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ers in the contemporary business world.
Financial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision Making, Ninth
Edition, provides a simple and practical introduction to ﬁnancial
accounting. It explains the concepts students need to know, while
also emphasizing the importance of decision making. In this new
edition, all content has been carefully reviewed and revised to ensure maximum student understanding. At the same time, the
time-tested features that have proven to be of most help to students such the student-friendly writing style, visual pedagogy,
and the relevant and easy-to-understand examples have been retained.
A fully revised and updated edition of the bible of the newspaper
industry
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"Introduction to Financial Statements Knowing the numbers is
sometimes even a matter of corporate survival. Consider the story of Columbia Sportswear Company, headquartered in Portland,
Oregon. Gert Boyle's family ﬂed Nazi Germany when she was 13
years old and then purchased a small hat company in Oregon,
Columbia Hat Company. In 1971, Gert's husband, who was then
running the company, died suddenly. Gert took over the small,
struggling company with help from her son Tim, who was then a
senior at the University of Oregon. Somehow, they kept the company aﬂoat. Today, Columbia has more than 4,000 employees
and annual sales in excess of $1 billion. Its brands include Columbia, Mountain Hardwear, Sorel, and Montrail. Employers such as
Columbia Sportswear generally assume that managers in all areas
of the company are "ﬁnancially literate." To help prepare you for
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that, in this text you will learn how to read and prepare ﬁnancial
statements, and how to use key tools to evaluate ﬁnancial results
using basic data analytics."-The University of North Georgia Press and Aﬀordable Learning Georgia bring you Principles of Financial Accounting. Well-written
and straightforward, Principles of Financial Accounting is a needed contribution to open source pedagogy in the business education world. Written in order to directly meet the needs of her students, this textbook developed from Dr. Christine Jonick's years of
teaching and commitment to eﬀective pedagogy. Features: Peer
reviewed by academic professionals and tested by students Over
100 charts and graphs Instructional exercises appearing both in-text and for Excel Resources for student professional development

